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I. INTRODUCTION

The formation and radiative properties Up to now, the only information
of clouds are poorly parameterized in available about the nature of ship-trail
numerical climate models, especially clouds has come using albedo studies from
marine boundary layer clouds. Twomey satellites and from a single flight at a

(1991), after describing the importance of single height through a single ship trail
cloud microphysics to the climate problem, of unknown origin ( Coakley et al., 1987;
states " Clearly, many more field Radke et al., 1989). The goal of our
measurements and laboratory experiments SEAHUNT experiment was to better define
are called for, rather than endless the meteorological context in which ship

repetitions of computer simulations that trails form and, hopefully, identify the
are closely related to each other and plume characteristics of a ship forming a
parameterize in very similar ways". The ship trail. Preliminary interpretation of
effort described here is a field the data from this experiment indicates

experimental effort supported by the that our own research ship formed a ship
Department of Energy under its trail on 13 July, 1991 before encountering
,,Quantitative Links" program. The project one and perhaps two ship trails aged from
is called Ship-Trail _volution Above High 12 to 48 hours. Besides the ship trail
Updraft Naval Targets (SEAHUNT). The focus of our experiment, we also
purpose of this study is to improve our investigated other forcing mechanisms on
understanding of the meteorological marine stratus clouds including the effect
context in which ship trails and other of the total solar eclipse on ii July,

perturbations to marine boundary layer 1991.
clouds occur. Theoretical investigations of the effect

Ship t_ails have not been observed in a of heat from a large ship in the formation
completely cloud-free environment, of ship trails have been reported by Porch
Therefore, the cloud conditions under et al. (1990). The second order closure
which ship trails form are extremely model used to make these simulations has
sensitive to perturbation. Understanding been recently improved to allow the
the relative importance of cloud simulation of a moving ship and related
condensation nuclei (CCN), direct heat and cloud.
wind wake effects in ship trail formation
is important to understanding marine 2. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
stratocumulus clouds ( Hindman, 1990;
Hudson and Frisbie, 1991; Porch et al., The SEAHUNT experiment was conducted

1990). Randall et al. (1984) estimate that using the research ship EGABRAG III and
only a 4% change in the area covered by covered the period 5-29 July, 1991. The
marine stratus and stratocumulus clouds region over which the experiments were
would be equivalent to the assumed effect conducted is shown in Figure i. The voyage
of doubling CO 2, 2-3 K. Since ship trails was separated into three components as the
only form in regions of marine ship returned to port one day each week
stratocumulus over cold high and mid- for supplies and personnel changes. The
latitude ocean currents, these clouds must EGABRAG III is an oceanography vessel with
be the most sensitive to relatively small two 1,670 H.P. diesel engines. It is 41 m

changes in heat, water vapor and CCN in length, 17 m high, and has a maximum
fluxes from the surface. This also makes speed of about I0 knots.
the clouds in which ship trails form the

_ GCC .........._irz_ pl _ 1_u _ anthrcDcgcnic
effects and trends.
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Figure i. Map of the voyage of the EGABRAG III during SEAHUNT

The effect of various forcing mechanisms c. Tropical storm Enrique from
on marine stratus and stratocumulus were 14-21 July, and

studied during the experiment. These d. Continuous studies of continental

forcing mechanisms included: influence.
a. Ship-trail clouds of opportunity, These forcing mechanisms were studied
b. The total solar eclipse on using satellite remote sensing in

ii July, 1991, combination with a variety of instruments
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Figure 2. GOES visible image for 8:31 PDT on 13 July 1991 with a photograph
of the EGABRAG III with tethered balloon taken several days later.
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on the ship. These included the following
meteorological instruments:

a. A tethered balloon with air c. Air was continuously sampled on
temperature, relative humidity, the ship through a mast-mounted
and wind speed and direction hose for CCN, CN, and ozone (the
sensors, CCN measurements were made with

b. A rawinsonde balloon system, a unique instantaneous CCN
c. A cloud ceilometer, spectrometer [Hudson, 1989]).
d. A multispectral sky camera,
e. A global short wave solar 3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

radiation sensor,

f. A small vertically pointing 35 GHz Since the experiment was only recently
Doppler radar, completed, the results presented here have

to be considered preliminary. We will
Along with the meteorological instrument focus the discussion of results on the
systems, the following air chemistry ship trail encounter and possible
systems were employed: generation which occurred on 13 July,

a. At selected times the tethered 1991. Figure 2 shows a ship trail which
balloon carried a nephelometer, begins at a point close to the position of
an ozone sensor, and a light our ship at 8:31 PDT. At 10:31PDT {Fig.
weight aerosol sampler. 3) the beginning of the ship trail has

b. The balloon system also at times moved north and cloud features associated
carried a velostat bag grab with older ship trails have moved south
sampler for CCN and condensation with the prevailing northwest winds of
nuclei (CN) measuremenns, about 15 knots.
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Figure 3. Same as Fig. 2 at 10:31 PDT with a photograph of the ship trail
encountered at about 10:10 PDT.

I

The prevalent cloud form on this day was ship's maximum speed (15 compared to 10

•ground-based fog patches with considerable knots). The winds were too high to launch
drizzle throughout the night and early the tethered balloon. However, we were
morning hours. The effect of the fog and able to profile the meteorological context
drizzle was to greatly reduce the level of in which the ship trails formed using the

CCN observed from the ships mast. Normally rawinsonde system. Figure 5 shows the

le_els of thirty to several hundred per rawinsonde data obtained at 05:00 PDT
cm _ were common. O_ this day levels of CCN during morning drizzle and fog conditions.
less than 5 per cm _ were observed. CN Figure 6 shows the rawinsonde data at

concentrations were also below 10 per cm 3 13:20 PDT after the ship had encountered
At about 10:00 PDT a linear feature was the ship trails and had moved into a

observed from the ship. One feature that region of marine stratus.

distinguished it from the fog patch clouds
observed previously was that it was
elevated above the ocean surface and there

were clear regions on either side. After
we moved beneath this feature, CCN levels
elevated and then decreased after we moved

out from under the feature about 30

minutes later (Fig. 4). Figure 4 also
shows the solar radiation measurements

indicating the relatively clear patches on
either side of the ship trail feature.

High winds in this region precluded
profiling of the ship trail properties.
The ship trail was moving faster than the
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Figure 4. Record of CCN and solar radiation measurements taken from the
ship on 13 July 1991.
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Figure 5. Meteorological profiles taken with a rawinsonde system at 5:00
PDT during ocean based fog conditions with layered cloud above.
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Figure 6. Same as Fig. 5 at 13:20 PDT after the ship trail encounters.






